**Unique case of a replaced right hepatic artery**


The case of a replaced right hepatic artery sharing a common origin with the inferior pancreaticoduodenal arterial system is reported. A right hepatic artery originating from the superior mesenteric artery occurs in 10-20% of the population. When a right hepatic artery is replaced and shares a common origin with the inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery the combined variation has a prevalence of <3%. This variant is not typically associated with pathology except in cases of superior mesenteric artery occlusion. A replaced right hepatic artery may have dangerous clinical consequences if the variant is not recognized before peripancreatic vasculature may be involved in the development of abdominal vasculature.

### INTRODUCTION

A great deal of variability exists in the vascular supply to the liver. The traditional view of a proper hepatic artery branching from the common hepatic artery and giving rise to the left and right hepatic arteries may occur in only 55% of the population (1). In 10-20% of the population, a right hepatic artery (RHA) may instead originate from the superior mesenteric artery (SMA) (2). This may exist as an accessory branch secondary to a RHA originating from the common hepatic artery, or as a replaced branch providing the exclusive blood supply to the right liver lobe (3). Presence of an accessory or replaced RHA (A/R RHA) can complicate surgeries, interventional radiology procedures, and organ transplantations. This can be further complicated with the additional variation of the inferior pancreaticoduodenal artery (IPDA) sharing a common origin with the A/R RHA (4).

**CASE REPORT**

Routine dissection of an 87-year old Caucasian female cadaver revealed a replaced right hepatic artery (RRHA), which originated from the SMA and coursed posterior to the portal vein and gave rise to the cystic artery upon reaching the liver (Figure 1).

The IPDA shared a common origin with the RRHA and measured 6.1 cm from the point of origin. After originating with the RRHA the IPDA traveled inferiorly to reach the posterior head of the pancreas. At the superior border of the posterior pancreatic head, the IPDA gave off an anastomosing branch that joined with the superior pancreaticoduodenal artery (SPDA) before the SPDA split into anterior and posterior branches. The IPDA did not give off anterior or posterior branches (Figure 2).

The left hepatic artery originating from the common hepatic artery appeared unremarkable in size and trajectory. COD was attributed to cerebrovascular disease/accident.

### DISCUSSION

Variations in hepatic vasculature are common with the accepted standard anatomy accounting for only 55% of the population (1). These variants were classified into ten types by Michels based on dissection of 200 cadavers (1). The present case of an A/R RHA can be classified as Type 3 according to Michels’ scheme and is observed in 10-20% of the population (5-8). In this case the RRHA also shares a common origin with the IPDA. Peripancreatic vasculature displays great variation and the vasculature of the pancreatic head is especially complex (9). The IPDA in particular is a major source of variation (10). The combined variation of a RRHA sharing a common origin with the IPDA is uncommon with angiographic studies showing a prevalence of less than 3% (3,4,9).

Variations of this abdominal vasculature arise during embryological development. Four vitelline arteries connected by a longitudinal anterior anastomosis are involved in the development of abdominal vasculature supplying the stomach, spleen, liver, pancreas, and intestines. Abnormal persistence or regression of these embryonic arteries may give rise to an anatomic variant of the celiac trunk or SMA (11).

Presence of an A/R RHA is not typically pathological. One potential pathology is associated with occlusion of the SMA. 4% of all arterial
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emboli lodge in the SMA. In cases where an A/R RHA is present, the liver may also become necrotic. No reports have suggested pathology related to the IPDA sharing a common origin with a RRHA. Considering the age at death, lack of GI pathology, and cause of death of this individual, it seems unlikely that this specific variant caused any medical complications.

Hepatic artery variations have dangerous clinical implications, especially in cases where the variation is a RRHA. Aberrant RHAs (aRHAs) are the most frequently encountered vascular anomaly during pancreatecto-duodenectomy procedures (12). The presence of an aRHA has been associated with increased pancreatecto-duodenectomy operative time and blood loss, although the differences were not significant (2). The presence of an aRHA also complicates the procedure as these variant arteries are most susceptible to intraoperative damage and tumor involvement (12). In order to avoid complications during surgical procedures the RRHA should be identified before the procedure to minimize the risk of vascular damage (13). It is also important to know the distribution of peripancreatic vasculature prior to transarterial interventions, such as infusion of protease inhibitor for acute pancreatitis and infusion chemotherapy for pancreatic carcinoma (9).

Aberrant hepatic vasculature poses a unique challenge in transplantation procedures. As aberrant vasculature supplies a distinct area of the liver, transplantation in the case of a RRHA requires back-bench reconstruction (4). Though studies have suggested a RRHA is beneficial in cases of right liver living donors (13), the situation is complicated when multiple organs are transplanted and peripancreatic vascular variations are present. When the IPDA shares a common origin with the A/R RHA, multi-organ transplantation becomes especially difficult. Distribution of the IPDA to the liver team with the A/R RHA without IPDA reconstruction would likely result in ischemia of the pancreatic head. Several approaches to multi-organ transplantation in this setting have been previously described. One method uses the splenic artery to supply blood to the A/R RHA and the entire SMA is used for the pancreatic allograft (14,15). Due to the drawbacks of this method, such as time-intensive dissection of the A/R RHA and the potential for a 90-degree twist of the A/R RHA, Huang et al. proposed an alternative method. They suggest the gastroduodenal artery be used to supply blood to the A/R RHA. This is proposed as a superior method due to the similar diameters of the two arteries, and this method preserves the IPDA for the pancreatic allograft (4).
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